D e a r C u sto m e r & S u s h i L o ve r
Over the past year 6 months we have come up against some problems with running on donations.
Many people are giving us much less than what it costs us to ethically make the food. On average 1 in
3 people donate less than the “actual cost”. When doing so the average donation is 62% of the total
actual cost. When you add all of this up it has created a deﬁcit of £20,000. Since we started operating
there has only been one day in 10 months on which we received donations that met the “actual cost”
of what we provided.
We’re telling you this not to make you feel guilty or to manipulate you into giving more. We just want
to be clear and transparent about what’s happening for us. Quite simply if people continue to under
value the food and we’re operating at a loss, we will have respect the fact that people don’t desire to
support us and we’ll have to close . The other reason we created this leaﬂet to make sure people are
are properly understanding what Gift Economy is all about. After chatting to people it’s clear that the
concept is easily misunderstood and misinterpreted.
If you are a student, we can fully empathise with how frustrating the situation must be. At the
moment, university fees are high, rent is high, unemployment is high PLUS due to Covid you’re not
getting the experience you signed up for, honestly we get that. But student or not we encourage you
to consider and reﬂect on your decisions, assumptions and disconnection from what you’re choosing
to donate and its knock on eﬀects. What do I value, what do I spend my money on and are these
beneﬁcial choices for myself, others and the environment?
Gift Economy is not about some people paying more and others paying less, it’s about each person
engaging their will and making an individual decision on how they value the gifts they are being given.
Where we choose to spend our money is the biggest voting power we have and if we are giving it to
companies that aren’t operating ethically or who are even selling things that are bad for us or the
planet, whilst de valuing people and companies being kinder to us then there’s an issue there. We are
addressing this issue because, when Happy Maki gives gifts that foster unkind behaviour in our
customers, then we are no longer loving them.
To do kind and loving business is our primary goal.

FOR MORE INFO AND
T H E F U L L R E S U LT S
S O FA R , C H E C K O U T
OUR WEBSITE ->
We understand that everyone’s relationship with
money and education around responsibility is
very diﬀerent. So honestly this is not about
labelling people as good or bad or telling anyone
oﬀ. If you have any questions or just want to chat
about it all then we love getting to know our
customers. We love what we do and we’d love to
be able to keep doing it. Thanks for taking the
time to read this info, it is very much appreciated.
ANNA - HAPPY MAKI OWNER

F R EQ U E N T LY A S K E D Q U ES T I O N S A N D FA L S E B E L I E FS
I THOUGHT THE MONEY FROM DELIVERIES WOULD MAKE UP FOR MY UNDERDONATION?
This is essentially an accusation that our suggested price / actual price is inaccurate. We are
being honest; we only make proﬁt if everyone gives the “actual cost” price. Our delivery
platforms take around 30% of the total cost as a fee, so the orders help us pay our staﬀ and bills.
Without delivery sales the “actual cost” would have to be about 30% higher.
I THOUGHT OTHER PEOPLE WOULD BE DONATING MORE AND COVERING MY DEFICIT?
The issue here is that it’s not someone else’s responsibility to cover your underpayment. The
majority of the people giving low donatoins and undervaluing the food are not doing it because
they don’t have access to funds to feed themselves. When people over donate it’s on average by
5 % when people under donate it’s at an average of 38 %.
WHY DON’T YOU JUST PUT A MINIMUM PRICE IN PLACE?
The suggestion here is that others should have to put rules in place to control bad behaviour,
instead of individuals taking responsibility for our own decisions and actions. The whole point of
Gift Economy is that the customer desires to give ethically, putting a minimum price in would
defy the whole point of that. Our “minimum price” would be the Actual Cost.
BUT MY STUDENT LOAN HAS ALMOST RUN OUT?
Here we feel again that there is a lack of desire to take responsibility for one’s decisions and
personal situation. Imagine if every student who was running out of money came to eat with us
and valued our food at £1-3 pounds a wrap. We would very quickly be out of business. It is sad
that in us being kind and honouring peoples free will, they see it as an opportunity to exploit
rather than an opportunity to connect to the gift being given.
WHY DON’T YOU JUST UP THE SUGGESTED/ “ACTUAL” PRICE?
Again, this is a similar answer to “putting minimum prices in” you’re suggesting that others
should pay more to cover your unkind decisions. Also suggesting that we lie about how much we
need to receive from each customer to operate. It doesn’t solve the cause.
YOU CAN’T SEE WHAT I’M DONATING SO WHY DOES IT MATTER?
We can see what you’re donating…. but that really shouldn’t have any inﬂuence on the amount
you choose to give. If you’re only going to give what you feel is an appropriate amount if you’re
being watched then your motivations are out of harmony with love.
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE DOING PAY AS YOU FEEL, SO THAT PEOPLE LIKE ME CAN PAY LESS
We don’t call it pay as you feel and this is not what Gift Economy is about. We do it to remove
the element of control from our side and to let people engage their free will, so they can
connect to what they value. It’s not there to facilitate the expectation that others will pay for
your food. If we keep being undervalued for our time and eﬀorts by individuals then the kindest
thing to do for all involved is remove the gift.

